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Abstract: The pursuit of industrializing lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) with exceptional energy density
and top-tier safety features presents a substantial growth opportunity. The demand for energy storage
is steadily rising, driven primarily by the growth in electric vehicles and the need for stationary energy
storage systems. However, the manufacturing process of LIBs, which is crucial for these applications,
still faces significant challenges in terms of both financial and environmental impacts. Our review
paper comprehensively examines the dry battery electrode technology used in LIBs, which implies the
use of no solvents to produce dry electrodes or coatings. In contrast, the conventional wet electrode
technique includes processes for solvent recovery/drying and the mixing of solvents like N-methyl
pyrrolidine (NMP). Methods that use dry films bypass the need for solvent blending and solvent
evaporation processes. The advantages of dry processes include a shorter production time, reduced
energy consumption, and lower equipment investment. This is because no solvent mixing or drying
is required, making the production process much faster and, thus, decreasing the price. This review
explores three solvent-free dry film techniques, such as extrusion, binder fibrillation, and dry spraying
deposition, applied to LIB electrode coatings. Emphasizing cost-effective large-scale production, the
critical methods identified are hot melting, extrusion, and binder fibrillation. This review provides a
comprehensive examination of the solvent-free dry-film-making methods, detailing the underlying
principles, procedures, and relevant parameters.

Keywords: lithium-ion batteries; solvent-free; dry process; wet process; binder fibrillation; dry spray
deposition; extrusion

1. Introduction

Carbon neutrality and sustainable development are at the forefront of our collective
efforts to achieve clean energy. Modern energy networks can only be built with the help
of secondary energy storage devices and significantly advanced batteries. In response,
a focus has been placed on developing energy-dense, next-generation batteries. This
growing need must be addressed by creating recycle-friendly designs. While mitigating
the environmental impacts of spent LIBs, these designs promote long-term sustainable
resource utilization [1–3]. Since the entrance of Sony into the market in 1990 [4], LIBs have
significantly transformed various aspects of our daily lives; LIBs are the primary choice for
energy storage devices due to their exceptional energy density, high power output, long
cycle life, and reliability [5]. As production expenses keep decreasing and energy costs
decline, LIBs are becoming increasingly prevalent in various applications such as electric
cars (EVs), systems for storing energy for electrical grids, the progression of innovative
grid technology, and the continuous integration of clean energy sources [6]. The global
demand for EVs is experiencing a rapid rise, with a corresponding increase in the need for
LIB cells [7]. In the United States, battery demand for vehicles grew by around 80%, even
though electric car sales increased by only about 55%, in 2022 [8]. According to the World
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Economic Forum (WEF), the demand for LIB cells is projected to increase to 2623 GWh/a
by 2030 [9]. Additionally, according to Tesla’s CEO Elon Musk, the future demand for LIB
cells is projected to soar even higher. He envisions the need to reach an unprecedented
scale of 10,000 GWh/year [10,11].

Despite LIBs being recognized as environmentally friendly energy storage solutions,
their full potential for driving sustainable development has yet to be realized. This is
primarily because of the persistent issue of toxic and volatile solvent pollution (N methyl
pyrrolidine NMP) during the initial phases of electrode manufacturing. In recent years,
there has been an accumulation of evidence highlighting the environmental impact of
these solvents [12–14]. In response to these challenges, numerous battery researchers
and manufacturers are actively working to eliminate the use of solvents in the electrode
fabrication process [15,16]. Recent research has focused on a variety of emerging technolo-
gies that have the potential to lower the energy required to produce battery cells. These
advancements aim to decrease the overall cost of production and also to reduce the CO2
emissions associated with the manufacturing process [17]. Efforts to reduce energy con-
sumption during battery fabrication have led to the exploration of suitable solvent (NMP)
replacements, which can significantly decrease energy use [18]. Conventional wet electrode
processing is a critical technique in the production of LIBs, characterized by its ability to
ensure uniformity, scalability, and quality. The process involves the uniform application of
a slurry mixture, which includes active materials and conductive additives, onto a current
collector. This uniformity is essential for the consistent electrochemical performance of the
battery cells. The process is designed for high scalability, allowing for the expansion of
production to meet large-scale commercial demands. The use of solvents, such as NMP, is
pivotal in achieving a homogeneous mixture, which translates into electrodes with superior
adhesion and electrical connectivity. As a proven technology, wet electrode processing
has undergone extensive refinement and optimization, making it a reliable and repeatable
method within the industry; however, it suffers from many challenges, which we will see
later in the disadvantages of the wet process. Several alternatives to conventional wet
electrode processing methods are being explored, which include minimizing the use of
solvents, recovering alternative solvents, employing aqueous processing, and developing
solvent-free processing techniques [19,20].

One of the most promising technologies to overcome the challenges mentioned previ-
ously is dry electrode processing. Dry electrode processing is a manufacturing technique
for LIBs that eliminates the use of solvents such as NMP. This method bypasses the con-
ventional wet slurry coating process, thereby removing the need for extensive drying
stages. Instead, it employs solvent-free methods to create the electrode [21–31]. With the
dry process for fabricating higher mass-loading electrodes presenting these advantages, it
stands as a novel method for LIB electrode production. This approach offers exceptional
operational cost efficiency and energy conservation benefits when contrasted with the
traditional solvent-based process. Additionally, it holds the potential to facilitate battery
miniaturization, as the absence of solvents extends the upper limit for loading active
mass [32–35].

Advancements in battery technology are pushing the boundaries of electrode capacity,
with developments now achieving areal capacities beyond 6 mAh/cm2. This reduces the
number of layers within LIB stacks, resulting in a notable boost in the overall energy density
of LIBs, exceeding 250 Wh/kg [36–39]. Simultaneously, this approach reduces the associated
manufacturing costs [40,41]. Ensuring battery safety in the context of electrodes prepared
via dry processing methods involves careful material selection, process optimization for
uniformity, and addressing thermal management challenges. Understanding the differences
in safety considerations between wet and dry processing methods is crucial for developing
reliable and safe lithium-ion batteries.

These progressive LIBs are characterized by high energy densities and larger dimen-
sions, making safety precautions an essential prerequisite [42–46]. The utilization of the
dry process is essential in the continuous efforts to develop next-generation advanced LIBs
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characterized by elevated energy density, extended cycling lifetimes, and exceptional safety
standards. Contrasting dry electrodes with traditional wet coating methods presents a
promising role, with the key advantage lying in their solvent-free operation, as illustrated
in Figure 1. In most methods for manufacturing battery electrodes, the dry mixing of mate-
rials is a distinct step that often needs help to achieve uniformity, particularly on a large
scale. This lack of homogeneity can result in variable battery performance. Furthermore,
the process of handling and transferring these mixed powders to subsequent stages can
introduce contamination or segregation, potentially compromising product quality. In
contrast, melt extrusion stands out as it incorporates the mixing step within the forming
process itself. This approach not only ensures the greater uniformity and improved quality
of electrode materials but also brings environmental benefits, enhances scalability, and
boosts the overall efficiency of the manufacturing process. Therefore, melt extrusion is
emphasized as a superior method in this context.
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1.1. Principal Parameters in Electrode Manufacturing for LIBs

(i) Areal capacity

Advanced batteries with exceptional areal capacity (mAh cm−2) and flexibility are
central in energizing the upcoming era of flexible and mobile electronic devices [47]. Most
research efforts have been directed toward advancing high-capacity electrode materials,
including lithium sulphide for the cathode and silicon for the anode [48–52]. Another
option strategy includes improving the electrode structure to maximize the electrode’s areal
capacity (C/A), thereby increasing energy density; this pertains to cathodes and anodes,
where C/A is calculated as (CSP × M/A). Here, CSP stands for the electrodes’ specific
capacity (mAh/g), M represents their mass loading (g/cm2), and A signifies the electrode’s
surface area [53–56].

The electrode’s areal capacity is a critical factor influencing all cells’ specific energy
and energy density [57], as shown in the following equation [58]:

Eg =

(
V·mA·C

Σ Wi

)
(1)

Ev =

(
V·mA·C
Σ Wi/ρi

)
(2)
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where Eg = specific energy (Wh/kg); Ev = volumetric energy density (Wh/L); V = average
cell operating voltage (V); mA = active material loading (g/cm−2); C = active material
capacity (mAh/g); Wi = weight of individual cell components (g/cm2); and ρi = density of
individual cell components (g/cm3).

The areal capacity is a key performance metric for batteries used in practical appli-
cations because it directly affects energy density, power density, size, efficiency, cost, and
thermal characteristics. Maximizing areal capacity is a complex challenge. High-capacity
electrode materials, such as silicon, often experience significant volume changes during
charge and discharge cycles. Managing this volume expansion without causing damage
to the electrode or the battery cell is a significant challenge. Some approaches have been
proposed and utilized to alter the areal capacity of electrodes [59–64]. H. Hong et al. created
an electrode with carbon nanoparticles and metal/metalloid particles, using a surfactant
and binder for structure, achieving over 450 mAh/g capacity at a 0.1 C charge/discharge
rate [65]. The goal of utilizing a dry process in electrode fabrication is to achieve an
areal capacity greater than 4 mAh/cm2 while also attaining an energy density above
400 Wh/kg [66,67]. This targeted approach, which avoids liquid solvents in manufacturing,
seeks to enhance energy storage capabilities.

(ii) Ionic tortuosity

Various factors influence the electrode configuration, including the utilized mate-
rial’s particle size distribution, porosity, pore size distribution, interfacial contact areas
(among different material phases), and tortuosity [68–71]. Tortuosity and porosity are two
straightforward parameters employed to capture the intricate microstructure of electrodes.
However, the definition of tortuosity (τ) can vary across different literature sources. One
common interpretation of tortuosity involves calculating the ratio between the shortest
path for mass transfer between two specific points within the material and the direct
linear distance between those points. In other words, tortuosity quantifies how much
longer and more complex a substance’s route is compared to the most natural, straight-line
path between two points in the porous structure [72–74]. Tortuosity is a crucial input
parameter within mathematical representations designed to predict and analyze battery
performance [75]. The Bruggeman relationship is commonly employed for tortuosity esti-
mation [76–79]. Within electrochemistry, numerous methods are available for measuring or
calculating tortuosity [80].

It is widely recognized that both the distribution of pore sizes and the tortuosity
of these pores substantially impact the electrolyte’s ionic conductivity. This underscores
the interconnected relationship between tortuosity and ionic conductivity in battery sys-
tems [81–83]. Several steps in the wet process, such as mixing, solvent evaporation, and
introducing a polymer binder, profoundly impact the final material. These processes can
lead to profound modifications in the material’s morphology and a notable increase in its
ionic tortuosity. Such alterations raise concerns regarding the material’s structural integrity,
as there is a potential for cracking and an increase in porosity, which may affect its perfor-
mance and durability [84]. The dry process markedly reduces ionic tortuosity due to dry
mixing [85].

In the study by Harimohan Erabhoina et al., the authors systematically examined
the impact of altering the cathode composition through adjustments in the amounts of
active materials, conductive agents, and ion-conducting components. They found that
ball milling effectively reduces particle size and increases the homogeneity of the cathode
material, enhancing the rapid movement of lithium ions within the electrode material. The
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) examination showcased the emergence of intact, non-
porous formations, with even the dispersion of conductive graphite across the electrode.
In conjunction with a solid polymer nanocomposite electrolyte, this optimized cathode
composition delivered higher initial discharge capacities even at elevated temperatures and
high current rates [86]. The study underscores the dry process’s pivotal role in achieving a
harmonious balance between short-range and long-range conductive pathways, enabling
high capacity at increased discharge rates.
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(iii) Production suitability

The process of battery manufacturing includes these essential steps, together forming
the complete production cycle. The preparation of necessary electrode materials proceeds
with the skillful assembly of individual cells. It culminates in the intricate electrochemical
processes that empower the battery’s crucial energy storage and controlled release functions.
These interdependent stages ensure the creation of reliable and efficient battery systems.
The initial production phase for standard electrodes primarily employs the slurry coating
method, a comprehensive process involving key steps such as slurry mixing, coating,
drying, reclaiming solvent, calendaring, segmenting, and vacuum drying [87,88]. The
numerous constraints associated with contemporary coating methods stem from using
liquid-based slurries [89,90].

Laboratory research endeavors for both dry spraying and dry calendaring technologies
exhibit the potential to scale up consistently and transition seamlessly into a roll-to-roll
production system. These dry coating methods maintain their core principles, offering a de-
pendable and scalable production approach. All dry processing methods that are discussed
in this work have effectively reached the pilot-scale production stage, demonstrating their
practical feasibility. By leveraging industrial expertise and experience, it becomes possible
to identify the key factors and benefits necessary for its successful industrialization [91].
The advantages of the dry process will be discussed in Section 3.

1.2. Disadvantages of the Wet Process

The dominant large-scale manufacturing of LIBs extensively depends on conventional
wet processes, which are associated with several significant disadvantages.

(i) Costly manufacturing: In order to mix electrode slurry, NMP is used extensively,
which increases the costs with a unit price ranging from USD 1.5–3.0 per liter in large
volumes [92,93], and in the manufacturing of a 1 kWh battery pack, a substantial amount
of about 4.40 kg of NMP is utilized as the solvent [94,95]. Both the mixing and drying
processes, along with NMP recovery, incur considerable expenses [25,91,96].

(ii) Environmentally harmful: A 2017 report projected the production of lithium-ion
batteries and linked them to the release of greenhouse gases (GHGs), which were likely
to amount to 150–200 kg of CO2 (equivalent) per kilowatt/hour (CO2-eq/kWh). These
emissions were measured in terms of their global warming potential (GWP), indicating
the impact of these emissions on climate change [97]. NMP is a dangerous substance
associated with potential reproductive risks [98,99]. NMP, being volatile and flammable,
contributes to approximately 1000 kg of CO2 emissions during the coating and drying
process in producing a 10 kWh battery production line [94,100].

(iii) High energy consumption: The production line can manufacture 1.5 million
Li-ion cells annually; these cells have a rated voltage of 3.7 volts and an energy content of
20.5 Ah [101]. To create a battery cell with a capacity of 32 Ah, approximately 13.28 kWh of
energy is required. However, it is noteworthy that the procedure for drying the electrode,
which involves the evaporation and subsequent retrieval of the solvent, consumes around
47% of the total energy used during production [102], approximately 42 kWh of electricity
per 1 kWh of battery production in this process [103].

(iv) Extended duration: Drying can be time-intensive, with particular electrodes, e.g.,
LiFePo4, requiring a protracted time of 24 h at 120 ◦C [104]; LiMn2O4 is dried for 24 h at
120 ◦C [105]. The post-drying parameters, including temperature and duration, signifi-
cantly influence the remaining moisture and the physical and electrochemical properties of
LIBs [106]. The length of the after-drying phase ranges from 2 to 16 h. The term is equally
critical. A shorter drying time can be insufficient for complete moisture removal, whereas
an extended period can lead to other issues, like binder migration, affecting the electrode’s
structural and electrochemical properties [107].
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(v) Limited coating thickness: The coating thickness of electrodes in the industry
is typically below 100 µm [108]. The wet process (WP) is susceptible to fragility and the
formation of powder particle dispersion. For achieving the desired energy density in LIBs,
it is essential to have positive electrodes with a thickness ranging from 100 to 200 µm [109];
achieving such thickness is challenging using the WP. During the drying process, crack
forming and propagation have been observed in thick aqueous processed cathodes [110].

(vi) Heightened and uncontrolled porosity: Open porosity is crucial for effective elec-
trode performance, as it allows the electrolyte to permeate and distribute evenly throughout
the electrode structure [111]. The drying stage significantly affects the distribution and
concentration of the binder within the electrode structure, which, in turn, influences the
porosity of the electrode, heightening porosity through solvent evaporation [112]. In the WP
by solvent evaporation, the porosity values of the uncalendared electrodes are measured to
be approximately 56% [113].

(vii) Incompatible with sulfide-based all-solid-state batteries (ASSBs): Certain solid-
state electrolytes, such as sulfides and garnets, can be sensitive to the solvents used in the
WP [114,115]. Sulfide-based solid-state electrolytes can react with the solvents, changing
their chemical composition and structure and adversely affecting their ionic conductivity
and overall performance [116,117].

(viii) Other electrolytes and electrode materials: The impact of absorbed solvents
on solid electrolyte and electrode materials in wet processes, particularly in the context of
scaling up sulfide-based solid-state batteries, presents several significant challenges: high
interfacial resistance due to solid particle contact and the combination of slurry solvent and
polymeric binder [118]. However, finding a compatible combination that does not react
adversely with the sulfide electrolytes is challenging. The solvent and binder must not only
be chemically compatible but also need to ensure the uniform dispersion and adherence of
the electrolyte particles to the electrode materials.

1.3. Progression Phases and Selective Approaches to Electrode Fabrication

Before delving into the solvent-free procedures, exploring several of the most no-
table substitute options (to the existing wet processing methods) and their drawbacks is
worthwhile; many researchers have proposed techniques, such as the following:

(i) Reduce solvent: Adopting an extruder offers notable advantages in terms of
scalability and solvent reduction efficiency, demonstrating the potential to decrease the
quantity of solvent by as much as 50% in comparison to conventional planetary mixers;
this solvent reduction strategy yields dual benefits, as it reduces the solvent content and
contributes to a substantial 50% reduction in the constant rate period; this reduction in
drying time signifies a significant enhancement in the overall manufacturing process
efficiency [119]. This approach presents benefits regarding the decrease in expenses, but it
is imperative to recognize that its environmental effects continue to be worrisome.

(ii) Alternative solvent recovery or the substitution of the solvent: The quest for
substituting NMP as a prevalent solvent is marked by the exploration of several viable
alternatives, such as N-Butyl pyrrolidinone [120], Dimethylformamide and Dimethyl
sulfoxide [121,122], Diethylamide and Ethyl Lactate [123], Dimethyl isosorbide, and Polar
Clean [124]. NMP can be recovered as a liquid rather than gas using suitable washing
agents such as acetone or ethanol. These agents should be able to dissolve NMP effectively,
and these liquids should facilitate the separation of NMP from other components in the
electrodes; acetone can cause the PVDF polymer to swell under particular conditions [125].
A study by Brigitte et al. revealed that substituting NMP with alternative chemicals, such
as dimethyl sulfoxide and sulfonate, can significantly reduce pollution; specifically, these
alternative chemicals resulted in a 44% and 47% decrease in pollution levels [126]. Although
the recovery step enhances the financial viability of the process, it requires energy and
significant capital investment [103].
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(iii) Aqueous process: There is burgeoning interest in transitioning from NMP to
water as the main solvent in processing; water has gained extensive usage as a solvent
for both cathode and anode elements [127–130]. This process is considered for electromo-
bility applications and has been applied to fabricate LIB cathodes from various materials,
including LiCoO2 and LiFePO4 [131]. Although aqueous-based processing is cost-effective,
it presents numerous issues, including low wettability [110,132,133] and the corrosion of
current collectors, particularly in the case of aluminum [127,129,134,135]. Ni-rich cathode
active substances react with water, forming hydroxide and carbonate compounds [136].
Some strategies to alleviate corrosion involve adding phosphoric acid to the slurry, which
effectively reduces the alkalinity of the mixture [137–140]. However, many of these so-
lutions are not environmentally favorable, given that substances like phosphoric acid
are both toxic and costly [141]. Theoretically, aqueous LIBs cannot work in the presence
of O2, so eliminating oxygen is a crucial prerequisite for high performance [142]. Even
sealed aqueous LIBs carry the risk of thermal runaway, a safety concern that needs to be
addressed [143].

(iv) Solvent-free (SF): SF procedures have garnered growing attention as an up-
and-coming solution to reducing manufacturing costs and enhancing electrode quality.
There are methods for fabricating SF electrodes, with the most prevalent approach being
Vapor deposition: This technique is primarily employed for producing thin-film ASSBs;
in this technique, base materials are transformed into vapor and then deposited onto
a substrate, with the advantages of electrode quality summarized in some articles and
reviews [144–149]. However, the utility of the vapor coating technique is confined to the
production of small-sized electrodes, primarily catering to microelectronic components and
advanced integrated circuits. The costly equipment, intricate film-formation procedures,
elevated energy usage, and limited areal capacity hinder its applicability in EVs. Three-
dimensional (3D) printing: The notion of 3D printing is evolving, enabling the creation
of materials with distinctive morphologies, and it has also found application in the field
of batteries [72,150–155]. Three-dimensional printing that is akin to vapor deposition is
presently unsuitable for large-scale electrode manufacturing and applies only to specific
scenarios like wearable devices and microelectronics. However, 3D printing is only suitable
for some industrial patch production adaptation; its potential lies in applications such as
microelectronics or flexible, wearable devices [156]. A detailed explanation of the three
methods (dry spraying deposition, binder fibrillation, and extrusion) will be provided in
Section 3.

2. Status of Lithium-Ion Batteries
2.1. Electrodes

The fundamental process for manufacturing electrodes is where the active material,
conductive enhancers, and binding agents (binders) (illustrated graphically in Figure 2)
are thoroughly mixed in a planetary mixer, forming a homogeneous slurry; slot-die
coating machines deposit the prepared slurry onto substrates. The anodes are electrodes
where oxidation occurs during battery discharge and serve as the source of electrons;
the anode is deposited on copper foil. The cathodes are electrodes, and this is where
reduction occurs during battery discharge, which is the active material contained within
the slurry deposited onto aluminum foil [157–160]. In order to initiate the exploration of
processing technology, the essential focal point is to analyze the impact of the varying
mixing sequences of source materials on the attributes of the negative [161] and pos-
itive [162] active materials within the electrode; this investigation will encompass an
assessment of the mixing method employed [163] and the ratio of content used [164] to
determine the electrode quality.
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2.1.1. Cathodes

Cathode materials represent the essential components of LIBs, influencing their per-
formance and characteristics. Typically, they can be categorized into three structures:
olivine-type (Li(M)PO4), layered (Li(M)O2), and spinel-type (LiM2O4), with M symboliz-
ing a single or several transition metals [165,166]. Some of the most used cathode-active
materials in LIBs are LFP, LCO, NMC, NCA, LMO, and LNMO [167]. Cathode materials
are typically polycrystalline, consisting of numerous crystalline grains. However, there
has been growing interest in single-crystal cathode materials [168–171]. Among the men-
tioned cathode materials, LFP is known for its relatively low cost. However, it requires
additional processing steps, like applying a carbon layer on the surface to boost its electrical
conductivity [172,173]. LFP generally exhibits favorable performance characteristics across
various areas, but its energy density is on the lower side when compared to other cathode
materials. It is noteworthy that LFP has frequently surpassed or come very close to its
predicted capacity of 170 mAh/g [174].

Nevertheless, several of these cathode materials are more expensive. Certain alterna-
tive cathode materials, such as those employing layered structures like NCA (250 mAh/g),
NMC (220 mAh/g), and LCO (200 mAh/g), exhibit a higher energy density [175–177].

High-capacity cathodes like sulfur (S) and oxygen/air cathodes provide the potential
for even greater energy storage [178–183] but may have specific challenges associated with
their use [184–187]. NMC cathodes are currently the most commonly used LIBs. The mo-
mentum is increasing for NMC cathodes with a high nickel content and enhanced capacity,
notably the types 532, 622, and 811. However, cobalt is a valuable and limited resource
because of its high cost, and it poses economic and sustainability challenges for the battery
industry. In recent times, there has been a growing focus on the exploration and develop-
ment of cathodes with reduced or zero cobalt content [188–194]. The increasing demand
for LIBs, particularly in the electric vehicle and grid-storage markets, is driving a change in
the choice of materials, requiring increased energy density and cost-effectiveness [195].
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2.1.2. Anodes

Graphite is the predominant anode material in lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), typically
92 wt% due to its numerous advantages, which include natural abundance, affordability,
strong cycling stability, a specific capacity of 372 mAh/g, and high electrical conductiv-
ity [196–202]. A recent trend among battery manufacturers is to use anodes made from
a combination of carbon and silicon, often in the form of SiOx (silicon oxide); SiOx offers
natural abundance, cost-effectiveness, is eco-friendly [203,204], and exhibits a conductivity
of approximately 6.7 × 10−4 S/cm and is often used as a supplementary active material
in LIBs to increase the specific capacity of the anode. Using silicon-based materials as
conversion materials in the anode (plus conductive materials) allows for a much higher
capacity of 3597 mAh/g compared to graphite (372 mAh/g) [205–212].

In comparison, silicon offers a higher capacity and presents challenges such as sig-
nificant volume changes during charge/discharge cycles, which can lead to mechanical
stress and electrode degradation [213–220]. In addition to anode materials, LTO [221,222],
when compared to graphite, offers several advantages, such as minimal volume change,
enhanced lithium-ion mobility, no lithium plating, and fast charging [223–226]. Moreover,
it possesses certain limitations, such as inadequate electrical conductivity (<10−13 S/cm)
at room temperature, limited capacity, and reduced volumetric energy density [227–233].
On the other hand, graphite, while being a common anode material, has its own set of
challenges. It exhibits poor electrochemical performance at low temperatures due to in-
creased resistance [234]. Despite these issues, graphite is still widely used because of its
low volume change and high electronic conductivity.

2.2. Electrolytes

In rechargeable battery systems, electrolytes are essential in aiding the movement of
ions. Throughout the charging and discharging process, they act as barriers preventing elec-
tron flow between the anode and cathode. Even though the electrolyte in an LIB is viewed
as electrochemically active depending on the conditions within the battery, its ability to
conduct ions and its chemical interactions with the electrodes, which results in the creation
of a solid electrolyte interface (SEI), greatly influences the charge rate, cycle durability,
and safety of LIBs [235–237]. The electrolytes used in LIBs encompass a variety of types,
including organic liquid electrolytes (ethylene carbonate EC), ionic liquid electrolytes,
aqueous liquid electrolytes (water as the solvent), inorganic solid electrolytes (ceramics
materials), polymer solid electrolytes, and composite electrolytes (ionic liquid + liquid
organic); these different electrolytes categories offer distinct characteristics and are suitable
for various battery applications [238–242]. The latest development in LIB liquid electrolytes
commonly utilizes ethylene carbonate (EC) as the preferred solvent; this choice is attributed
to EC’s ability to effectively dissolve various lithium salts and its notable dielectric constant,
which facilitates superior ionic conductivity [243,244]. Frequently employed lithium salts
in batteries include lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) [239,245–247] lithium bis (triflu-
oromethyl sulfonyl) imid (LiTFSI) [248,249], lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF4) [250–253],
lithium perchlorate (LiClO4) [254–256], lithium hexafluoro arsenate (LiAsF6) [257–260], and
lithium bisoxalato borate (LiBOB) [261–264].

The electrolyte widely favored by manufacturers and researchers for use in LIBs is
LiPF6 dissolved in a mixture of binary or ternary solvents comprising (EC) and linear
carbonates such as diethyl carbonate (DEC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), or ethyl methyl
carbonate (EMC); these solvents increase the flash point of the electrolyte, enhancing its
thermal stability and helping decrease the viscosity of the electrolyte solution [265,266].
In LIBs, a fundamental characteristic of the electrolyte is its ability to have elevated
Li+ conductivity (σ Li), ensuring the efficient transfer of lithium ions. Concurrently, it
should exhibit minimal electronic conductivity to act as an insulator for electrons. For
optimal rate performance in LIBs, the electrolyte should demonstrate a conductivity level
of 10−3S/cm when measured at an ambient temperature. This elevated Li+ conductivity
is vital to ensure seamless ion movement between the anode and cathode of the battery
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throughout the charging and discharging cycles. This conductivity enables fast and
effective Li+ diffusion, allowing the battery to deliver desirable rate capabilities and
high-power performance [267].

2.3. Separator

Batteries depend on separators to maintain mechanical and electrical separation be-
tween electrodes; batteries incorporate separators to thwart any potential short-circuiting
between the electrodes effectively. The categorization of separators utilized in LIBs can be
streamlined into four fundamental categories, determined by their structure, composition,
and corresponding attributes, including a microporous membrane, composite membrane,
non-woven mats, and gel polymer electrolyte membranes [268,269]. A comprehensive
review has meticulously documented the advantages and disadvantages of each type of
separator [270].

The use of polyolefins as a material for microporous separators addresses the shortcom-
ings of traditional separators and satisfies the desired characteristics for LIBs. Polyolefins
offer several advantages, including excellent mechanical strength, chemical stability, and
thermal resistance. Polymeric materials like polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) or
PE and PP are categorized as polyolefins [271–276]; these membranes are designed to be
thin, typically less than 30 µm, and possess a microporous structure [277].

One advantage of using PE as a material in this membrane is its low melting point;
PE can serve as a thermal fuse in LIBs when the temperature nears the polymer’s melt-
ing point, which is 135 ◦C for PE and 165 ◦C for PP [278]. To enhance the safety and
performance of the membranes, Celgard has developed a tri-layer material known as
PP/PE/PP (patent: 1999) [279]. The separator should be as thin (20–25 µm) as possible
while possessing the necessary physical strength. Additionally, the separator should exhibit
40–60% porosity to facilitate the efficient movement of ions between the electrodes and a
pore size of <1 µm [269,280]. The separator in LIBs can play a significant role in enabling
fast charging capabilities; several separator properties, such as electrolyte uptake (absorp-
tion) or wettability, contact angle, and surface, as well as the impact of the electrolyte
solvent on modified mechanical properties, can influence the charging performance of
LIBs [281–283]. Moreover, shrinkage refers to a reduction in size or volume that can occur
in certain separator materials under high temperatures; the thermal shrinkage requirement
for separators in LIBs is typically specified to be less than 5% after 60 min at 90 ◦C [284].
In order to improve the performance and characteristics of the separator, one common
approach involves applying a silicon dioxide (SiO2) and aluminum oxide (Al2O3) coating
to polyolefin materials [285–287].

Additionally, other polymer materials are used for separators in LIBs; Table 1 sum-
marizes the different separator materials and their characteristics and processes, such as
being dry or wet (this will be provided in the next paragraph) and electrospinning [288].
Of particular significance is the necessity to comprehend the melting temperature, Tm, and
glass transition, Tg, values of the polymers. This is pivotal because these factors impact ion
transport within the polymer chains, with Tg and Tm playing a crucial role [289]. Addi-
tionally, it must be understood how property mechanics influence the intricate interplay of
components within the battery system, and that stability is essential [290–292].
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Table 1. Different separator polymer materials and their characteristics in LIBs.

Polymer Materials Abbreviation Molecular Formula Tg (◦C) Tm (◦C) Tensile Strength
(MPa) Separator Properties Process

Polyolefin:
Polyethylene
Polypropylene
Tri-layer

PE
PP
PP/PE/PP

(C2H4)n
(C3H6)n

−100
−25
[293]

110
170
[293]

12–15
31–41
[294]

-Robust chemical stability;
-Excellent electrochemical
insulation capabilities;
-Exceptional mechanical
proprieties [295–298].

Dry and wet
processes

Polyvinylidene
fluoride

PVDF (C2H2F2)n −35
[299]

171
[299]

45–55 -High temperature resistance;
-High crystallinity;
-Mechanical strength;
-Electrical insulation
and dielectric properties
[300–302].

Electrospinning

Polyvinyl alcohol PVA (C2H4O)n 85
[303]

230
[303]

-Good wettability;
-A network pore structure [304].

Electrospinning

Polytetrafluoroethylene PTFE (C2F4)n 110 to 130
[305]

330
[305]

10 -High thermal stability;-Good
mechanical strength;
-Low electrical conductivity
[306].

Electrospinning

Polyurethane PU C27H36N2O10 formulation formulation - -Help mitigate interfacial
degradation;
-Enhanced battery performance
[307].

Electrospinning

Cellulose - (C6H10O5)n - - - -Strong electrolyte affinity;
-Thermal stability;
-Good wettability [308].

Electrospinning

Polyethylene
terephthalate

PET (C10H8O4)n - - - -Thermal stability;
-High tensile strength;
-Stable electrochemical
performance
[309,310].

Electrospinning
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2.4. Fabrication of Microporous Separator Materials by Using Dry and Wet Techniques

Thin, porous structures hold significant commercial value. Their predominant applica-
tion is serving as a separator in energy systems, particularly batteries. Porous compositions
can be categorized into two fundamental types: In the first type, pores lack interconnected-
ness, as seen in foams or cellular plastics. In the second type, intricate and winding paths
extend between the surfaces of the structure [311]. The fabrication process of microporous
films for LIBs separators, which typically use polypropylene and polyethylene, can be
categorized into two main approaches: dry and wet. In the industrial sector, the primary
manufacturing focus is on uniaxially stretched dry-processed PP membranes and biaxially
stretched wet-processed PE membranes [312], as shown in Figure 3.
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2.4.1. Wet Process

The wet process (WP) involves several sequential stages: mixing, melting, extruding,
stretching, and eliminating additives (extraction), as shown in Figure 4. The mixture of
polyolefin and solvent yields a uniform solution. This solution is extruded through a sheet
die, giving rise to a gel-like film in the subsequent phase of separator production; following
this, the gel-like sheet is oriented or stretched, typically in two directions. Eventually, the
additives are eradicated through volatile solvents, culminating in the production of the
final microporous product [314].
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PE is the predominant polymer utilized in the WP; the polymer component in the sep-
arator formulation can also consist of a blend of PEs with varying molecular weights [315].
The sequence of steps holds significant importance. Research indicates that membranes
created via pre-extraction stretching exhibit a smaller average pore size and a more re-
stricted range of pore sizes when compared to membranes formed using the post-extraction
stretching process [316].

2.4.2. Dry Process

The dry process (DP) for producing microporous separators can be generally described
as a three-step procedure: extruding, annealing, and stretching, as shown in Figure 5 [268].
The commercial PE and PP films produced through the DP can be obtained from Celgard
LLC (Charlotte, NC, USA) [277]. Celgard offers products, such as Celgard 2730 and
Celgard 2400, which are single-layer PE and PP, respectively. Additionally, Celgard presents
separator materials, such as Celgard 2320 and Celgard 2325, which feature a tri-layer
PP/PE/PP composition [279,316].

The choice between the dry and wet methods relies on the particular demands of the
battery, the application, and the desired pore characteristics. The dry process with oriented
slit-like pores may offer advantages in terms of preferential ion transport and enhanced
mechanical strength, whereas the wet method with non-oriented interconnected pores can
provide a more uniform distribution of pores and potentially better electrolyte uptake [269];
this difference is shown in Figure 6.
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The DP separator passed on PP is well suited for high-power output. It is anticipated
for use in EVs due to its reduced production expenses and melting temperature compared
to the WP of a PE separator [317]. This difference is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The difference between the PP and PE separators [294,317].

Dry Process Separator Based on PP Wet Process Separator Based on PE

Suitable for high-power output in EVs Potential for EV battery use

Lower manufacturing costs It involves more steps and materials (solvents),
leading to higher manufacturing costs.

Higher melting temperature (beneficial for
higher temperature scenarios): 170 ◦C Lower melting temperature: 110–135 ◦C

High tensile strength: 31–41 MPa Tensile strength: 12–15 MPa
Dielectric constant: 1 MHz 2.2–2.6 Dielectric constant: 1 MHz 2.3

The choice between these two separator types relies on various aspects, considering
the distinct necessities of the EV battery, cost considerations, temperature stability, and the
balance between power output and energy density. A drawback of the solution method is
the substantial volume of residual solvents that must be managed, and their reutilization is
typically quite challenging.

3. Dry Electrode Processing for LIBs

The DP procedure aims to reduce the risk of solvent emissions, waste generation, and
potential safety hazards by eliminating the need for solvents. This aligns with a growing
emphasis on sustainable and environmentally friendly manufacturing practices. In the
academic study of Hawley et al., it was found that while wet processing remains prevalent,
its challenges, especially in drying, are driving research and development toward DP
methods, which represent a promising direction for the future of electrode manufacturing
in LIBs. Researchers likely sought to evaluate the viability and potential benefits of adopting
the DP in commercial electrode manufacturing processes [318].

3.1. Electrodes

The use of dry-film-production or solvent-free technology in the mass production of
LIBs offers numerous advantages, including the following:

(a) Cost reduction: A study conducted by Liu et al. investigated the DP cost savings of
solvents, recovery, solvent evaporation, and drying; approximately 48–50.2% of the overall
expense for producing electrodes is projected to be spent on solvent recovery, coating, and
drying [91]. As a result of applying the DP procedure, it is anticipated that the overall
expense will decrease by between 10% and 15% [24].

(b) Consumption of energy and reduction: The WP includes slurry mixing, coating,
and drying, and NMP recovery is extremely expensive [91,96,130]. A total of 1 kg of
NMP requires 10 kWh of electricity to be recycled [103]. More than 45% of electrode
manufacturing costs are attributed to energy consumption [102]. Compared with the DP,
there is no solvent recovery and no drying; consequently, much energy and labor time can
be saved; for example, the WP takes hours, whereas dry mixing takes only a few minutes
during the DP [319,320].

(c) Environmentally friendly product: For a production line with 10 kWh batteries,
the CO2 emissions amount to around 1000 kg during coating and drying [94]. By adopting
technologies such as the DP, it is estimated that approximately 4.76 million tons of CO2
emissions could be saved annually by 2030 [7]. This significant reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions demonstrates the potential of the DP to contribute to a more environmentally
sustainable manufacturing approach to LIBs. An additional environmental concern in the
manufacturing of LIBs is the possible discharge of NMP and the intricate, expensive system
required for its retrieval [103].

(d) Enhanced compacted density: The porosities or the fraction of volume unoccupied
by solids in the electrode is a factor that significantly influences ion conduction. In the
WP, due to solvent evaporation, the porosity will average 56% without calendaring [113].
Due to the absence of solvent evaporation, the DP by dry spray deposition can reduce the
electrode porosity by 4–10% [319].
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(e) Lowered residuals: The WP cannot wholly remove the residual solvents and
other processing agents used during mixing, which can compromise the performance of
LIBs [136,321]. The DP procedure eliminates residuals during manufacturing, improving
the performance of LIBs.

(f) Heightened mechanical strength: Mechanical strength measures the cathode’s
ability to withstand mechanical stress or deformation. The dry spray technique with 5%
PVDF produces LCO cathodes with a high mechanical strength of 148.8 KPa compared
with electrodes prepared by the WP at 84.3 KPa [22]. LCO cathodes, which contain only 1%
PVDF as a binder, demonstrated a higher mechanical strength when using the DP compared
to the WP; the mechanical strength of the LCO cathode was measured at 93.8 KPa, whereas
the WP had a mechanical strength of 83.4 KPa [24]. This indicates that even with a minimum
of PVDF as a binder, the LCO cathode exhibited superior mechanical strength compared to
the WP electrode.

(g) Saving labour time: The DP reduces the number of labour hours when contrasted
with the WP across diverse battery designs. For instance, in the WP, this method entails a
demand of 511,871 direct labour hours per year. On the contrary, the DP utilizing the same
battery design necessitates a notably diminished number of hours annually: 441,021 [22].
This apparent disparity underscores the operational efficiency of the DP, as evidenced by
the reduced labour hours required for the same battery design compared to the WP.

(h) Self-supporting composite electrode without a binder (binder less): Recent ad-
vancements in dry LIB electrode technology have developed a unique method that involves
dry pressing a combination of LFP active material powder and holey graphene. This pro-
cess yields a self-supporting composite electrode. Incorporating holey graphene eliminates
the need for binders, resulting in a binderless electrode structure [322]. This innovative
design maintains a rate capability that is on par with traditional LFP electrodes [323].

As summarized in Figure 7, in the WP process of making electrodes, disorderly binders
are layered with thick, porous PVDF [109,113] and use considerable energy during the
coating (C), drying (D), and solvent recovery (S) stages. These steps alone account for 47%
of the energy consumption, which means that for every 1 kWh battery produced, around
42 kWh of energy is used [91,102,103]. The drying and solvent recovery stages are energy-
intensive, contributing significantly to this consumption. Furthermore, these procedures
account for between 48 and 50.2% of the electrode production expenses, highlighting
their expensive nature [96,128,324–326]. Moreover, there are implications to consider. For
instance, producing a 10 kWh battery using the WP emits about 1000 kg of CO2 into the
atmosphere [94,100,327]. This significant environmental impact is further compounded
by using solvents in these processes. In contrast, the DP offers marked improvements
across these parameters for arrangement binders. It omits the need for drying and solvent
recovery, resulting in a 38–40% reduction in energy consumption [114]. This enhanced
energy efficiency is accompanied by a decrease in costs, with the elimination of these
processes leading to a 14.2–19% reduction in the total electrode manufacturing cost [22].
Environmentally, the DP stands out as a greener alternative, characterized by reduced
CO2 emissions attributable to lower energy consumption and the absence of toxic solvents.
Additionally, it offers time savings of 21.6%, a benefit arising from excluding the time-
consuming drying and solvent recovery stages [22].

The composition of the slurry mixture and the thickness and porosity of the electrodes
are crucial factors influencing their electrochemical efficiency. For instance, electrochemical
performance is highly related to the electrode-coating composition, thickness, and mass
loading [328]. Achieving improved performance involves maximizing these parameters, as
noted in the differences between the dry and wet processes in Table 3.

The process of choosing a binder for electrode formulation requires a delicate balance
between a multitude of characteristics and requirements. Among these, the selected
binder’s molecular weight (MW) emerges as a pivotal factor that profoundly shapes both
the electrochemical effectiveness and the structural durability of the electrode within
LIBs [329].
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Table 3. Electrodes crafted through the wet process and solvent-free techniques, with the composition of the slurry mixture, as well as thickness, porosity, and
electrochemical efficiency.

Ref. Process Electrode Materials
Wt. % Thickness (µm) Porosity

(%)

Area Capacity (AC)
(mAh/cm2), Mass

Loading (ML)
(mg/cm2)

Discharge
Capacity (mAh/g)

Capacity
Retention (%)

[22] Wet Cathode NMC111:PVDF:CB
90:5:5 - 30 - 138

84%, after undergoing 50 rounds of charging
and discharging at a 0.5 C rate within the

voltage range of 2.8–4.3 V

Dry NMC111:PVDF:CB
90:5:5 40–130 30 - 138 87%, after 50 cycles at 0.5 C between 2.8 and

4.3 V

Wet LCO:PVDF:CB
90:5:5 - 30 - 115

58%, after undergoing 50 rounds of charging
and discharging at a 0.5 C rate within the

voltage range of 2.5–4.2 V

Dry LCO:PVDF:CB
90:5:5 40–130 30 - 114 70%, after 50 cycles at 0.5 C between 2.5 and

4.2 V

[319] Wet NMC111:PVD:CB
19:1:1 32.6 41 7.65 mg/cm2 (ML) 156 60%, after 300 cycles between 3.0 V and 4.3 V

at 0.5 C

52 35 14.27 mg/cm2 (ML) 157 65%, after 300 cycles between 3.0 V and 4.3 V
at 0.5 C

Dry NMC111:PVDF:CB
19:1:1 wt. 40.5 31 10.07 mg/cm2 (ML) 155 80%, after 300 cycles between 3.0 V and 4.3 V

at 0.5 C

[23] Wet NMC11:PVDF:CB
90:5:5 55 29–30 2.45m Ah/cm2 (AC) 145 65%, after 500 cycles at 0.5 C.

Dry NMC111:PVDF:CB90:5:5
55

100
150
200

29–30

2.45 mAh/cm2 (AC)
5.80 mAh/cm2 (AC)
6.52 mAh/cm2 (AC)
9.11 mAh/cm2 (AC)

150
<20
<20
<20

At 3 C.

80%, after 500 cycles at 0.5 C.

[29] Wet Anode Graphite:PVDF:CB
85:10:5 - - PVDF 3 mAh/cm2

(AC) - -

Graphite:(FEP or
TVH):CB 86:7:7

Dry

Graphite:PVDF:CB
85:10:5 - -

FEP 2.7 mAh/cm2

(AC) 370 99%, after 50 cycles at 0.5 C

Graphite:(FEP or
TVH):CB 86:7:7

TVH 3.5m Ah/cm2

(AC) 345 97%, after 50 cycles at 0.5 C
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Figure 7. Contrast between the wet process and dry electrode techniques, mentioning some significant
parameters like energy consumption, cost, and environmental aspects for C: coating, D: drying, and
S: solvent recovery against T: the total cost of electrode manufacturing.

The comparative performance between dry-painted and conventional (likely) wet-
coated electrodes in terms of discharge rate performance, discharge capacity, capacity
retention, Coulombic efficiency, and rate performance is provided in Figure 8. This influence
casts its reach over a range of variables, encompassing the levels of binder and carbon
black present, the manipulation of electrode mass loading, the determination of electrode
thickness, the technique employed for mixing, the pace at which mixing occurs, and even
the intriguing prospect of using less binder in the electrodes. In essence, the interplay
of these diverse parameters exerts a notable impact on the proprieties exhibited by the
electrode, especially in the DP, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8a shows the discharge rate test results demonstrating that the dry-coated
electrodes exhibited superior power output to the wet-coated electrodes within an elec-
trode configuration optimized for high energy density. The electrode loading was set at
5 mAh/cm2. The cut-off voltage stood at 4.2 V for charging and 2.8 V for discharging.
Figure 8b shows that the cycling performance of the NMC electrode produced via dry
spraying surpassed that of the conventional slurry-coated electrode with higher and lower
loading, showcasing consistent stability and improved capacity retention. The anode coated
with dry powder and FEP mixed at 30 m/s exhibits the most robust cycling performance
and enhanced efficiency stability among the various configurations (Figure 8c). Figure 8d
demonstrates that the rate capability performance of the DP LFP electrodes surpasses that
of the SC LFP electrode. Figure 8e,f show that the dry-painted electrode LCO has excellent
cycling stability compared to the conventional LCO electrodes.
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3.2. Dry Mixing and Coating

Dry electrode mixing and coating offer increased production speed, reduced energy
consumption, lower environmental impact, and proven electrode performance.

(a) Dry mixing is used to homogeneously combine the binder, active materials (AMs),
and conductive agents without using solvents; in this process, the solid component is
thoroughly mixed to ensure uniform distribution and achieve consistent electrode material
composition. Dry mixing using a double-blade mill [331] is a specific method in electrode
fabrication for LIBs; the double-blade mill utilizes two blades rotating in opposite directions
to achieve a thorough and uniform mixing of the solid components. Dry mixing with a
blade mill offers advantages, such as increased efficiency, precise control over the mixing
process, and reduced risk of solvent contamination since no liquids are involved [332].
Andreas Gyula et al. discovered that NMC622 electrodes, crafted from well-homogenized
powders and enhanced by dry mixing, demonstrate exceptional electrochemical perfor-
mance, especially in C-rate capability, due to their ideal thickness and porosity [333]. If dry
mixing is not conducted optimally, it can lead to issues such as agglomeration, less binder
distribution, and the uneven dispersion of AMs and CAs.

Consequently, these problems can adversely affect the electrode coating process;
the success of electrode fabrication heavily relies on the quality of dry mixing [334–337].
Various factors impacting the mixing process can significantly influence the resultant mixing
outcomes. These factors include the mixing equipment’s characteristics, agitation strength,
and the material’s sequence or properties. Each of these components has a fundamental
role in determining the overall effectiveness of the mixing process and the quality of the
final mixture [338–340].

(b) Dry coating: The dry coating procedure holds significant importance; it involves
the direct transformation of electrode materials in powder into a cohesive film without
solvents. The dry coating technique depends on factors such as the characteristics of the
substrate, the properties of the powder blend, and the desired film attributes. Dry coating
is advantageous for avoiding the use of liquid solvents, reducing processing time, and
providing a more controlled and reproducible coating; three methods for the dry process
are shown in Figure 9a–c.

3.3. Dry Spraying Deposition

Sames has achieved a significant breakthrough in powder electrostatic spraying tech-
nology in France. This advancement promises to resolve the challenges stemming from
uneven and excessively thick coating methods that arise due to the influence of electric
fields. An instrumental development in this field occurred in 2008 when Toyota collabo-
rated with Zeon Corporation (Tokyo, Japan) to create a pioneering electrostatic dictyosome.
This sophisticated device leverages an electrode with a powder spray gun to achieve its
remarkable capabilities [115].

Dry spraying deposition (DSD) and hot rolling are techniques that can be employed
as a part of the dry process for LIB electrode preparation. This method involves deposit-
ing active material powders directly onto a current collector substrate to create electrode
layers without a solvent-based slurry. LCO electrodes fabricated by DSD are depicted
in Figure 10a [22], and NMC111 manufactured by DSD is shown in Figure 10b [319].
DSD offers benefits such as reduced solvent waste, enhanced control over coating thick-
ness, and simplified manufacturing processes. Here is how SDS can be applied in the
context of LIB electrode preparation: in a study conducted by Ludwig et al. [22], the
electrochemical performance of LIB electrodes was investigated using Electrostatic Spry
Deposition (ESD) techniques; the active materials used were LCO or NMC111 combined
with PVDF as the binder and carbon black was used as a conductivity enhancer. The
electrodes were tested in Li half-cells, and their porosity was maintained at around 30%,
with various electrode thicknesses ranging from 40 to 130 µm, indicating the versatility
of the SDS process.
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For the LCO electrodes, the DP variant exhibits an initial discharge capacity of
114 mAh/g, with a capacity retention of 70% after 50 cycles at a rate of 0.5 C, cycling
between voltage limits of 2.5 V and 4.2 V. On the other hand, the WP LCO electrode
demonstrated a slightly higher initial discharge capacity of 115 mAh/g but a lower ca-
pacity retention of 58% under similar cycling conditions. For the NMC111 electrodes, the
DP variant displayed a higher initial discharge capacity of 138 mh/g, with a remarkable
capacity retention of 87% after 50 cycles at 0.5 C between 2.8 V and 4.3 V. In contrast, the
WP NMC111 electrode showed an initial discharge capacity of 138 mAh/g, with a slightly
lower capacity retention of 84% after the same cycling conditions. The findings of this
study demonstrate ESD’s efficacity in fabricating high-performance LIB electrodes; the
DP electrodes showed favorable electrochemical performance and improved mechanical
strength compared to their WP counterpart, highlighting the potential benefits of this
technique in advancing electrode manufacturing for LIBs.

Table 4 provides a comparative analysis of the electrochemical behavior of dry-painted
and conventional electrodes using CV and EIS techniques. The painted electrodes demon-
strate advantages in terms of rate capability and electrochemical polarization, which are
critical factors for the performance of lithium-ion batteries.

In a study spearheaded by Ludwig et al. [24], the electrochemical performance of LIB
electrodes was investigated using a specific active material composition of LCO combined
with PVDF as the binder, and carbon black was used as a conductivity enhancer; the elec-
trodes were evaluated in a full cell configuration with a graphite anode, the electrochemical
performance of the DP LCO electrodes was characterized by an initial discharge capacity
of 127 mAh/g, with capacity retention of 77% after 100 cycles at a rate of 0.5 C while
cycling between voltage limits of 2.5 V and 4.2 V. The study also assessed the mechanical
strength of the DP electrodes, which was measured at 93.8 KPa. The study was designed to
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examine the effects of reduced binder and CB levels in the electrode composition by using
a significantly high ratio of LCO binder and CB (98:1:1); we aimed to understand how
reducing the amount of binder and CB impacts the electrode’s electrochemical performance
and mechanical strength. The results demonstrated that the DP electrodes with reduced
binder and CB content exhibited favorable electrochemical performance, promising initial
discharge capacities, and satisfactory capacity retention after cycling.
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Figure 10. (a) The dry spray deposition process for electrode fabrication typically involves the
following steps: the fluidization of the dry mixture, the charging and deposition of particles, cal-
endaring and hot rolling, and dry painting the electrode on Al foils. (b) The electrostatic spray
deposition coating process for an LIB cathode, with permission from Ludwig et al. [22] and AL
Shroofy et al. [319], respectively.

The study compared the DP and two WPs with higher and lower mass loadings by
AL Shroofy et al. [319] by using NMC 111 as the active material, PVDF as the binder, and
CB as a conductive additive; the electrodes were tested in Li half-cells, and their porosity
ranged from 31 to 41%. The investigation involved various electrode configurations with
different thicknesses and mass loadings:

a. Wet (lower loading): the electrode had a thickness of 32.6 µm, and it carried a mass
loading value of 7.65 mg/cm2;

b. Wet (higher loading): the electrode had a thickness of 52 µm, with a mass loading of
14.27 mg/cm2;

c. Dry: the dry electrode had a thickness of 40.5 µm, with a mass loading of 10.07 mg/cm2.
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The electrode’s electrochemical behavior was analyzed through their initial discharge
capacity retention after 300 cycles, and the results were as follows:

a. Wet (lower loading): the electrodes exhibited an initial discharge capacity of
156 mAh/g, with a capacity retention of 60% after 300 cycles when cycled between
3 V and 4.3 V at a rate of 0.5 C;

b. Wet (higher loading): the electrode demonstrated an initial discharge capacity of
157 mAh/g, with a capacity retention of 65% after the same cycling conditions;

c. Dry: the dry electrode displayed a primary discharge capability retention of 80%
after the same cycling conditions.

Table 4. Summarizing the Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) analysis for understanding
the performance differences between dry-painted and conventional wet electrodes in lithium-ion
batteries (LCO) [22].

Parameter Dry-Painted Electrodes Conventional Wet Electrodes Implications

Cyclic voltammetry
(CV) at 0.025 mV/s

Single pair of oxidation and
reduction peaks (reduction at
~3.8 V, oxidation at ~4 V)

Single pair of oxidation and
reduction peaks (reduction at
~3.8 V, oxidation at ~4 V)

Both types of electrodes show good
reversibility of lithium insertion
and extraction from LCO

CV peak symmetry at
higher scan rates

Maintain symmetrical shape
of cathodic and anodic peaks

Significant change in the
shape of cathodic and anodic
peaks

Dry-painted electrodes exhibit
better rate capabilities and stability
under rapid charge/discharge
conditions

Potential difference
between peaks

Smaller potential difference
between cathodic and anodic
peaks

The larger potential difference
between cathodic and anodic
peaks

Dry-painted electrodes have lower
electrochemical polarization,
indicating more efficient
electrochemical reactions

EIS analysis Show lower impedance
characteristics

Show higher impedance
characteristics

Lower impedance in dry-painted
electrodes suggests better
conductivity and lower internal
resistance

Charge transfer
resistance Lower Higher

Lower charge transfer resistance in
dry-painted electrodes implies
more efficient electron transfer
during electrochemical reactions

Lithium-ion diffusion Potentially more favorable Potentially less favorable
Better lithium-ion diffusion in
painted electrodes could contribute
to their enhanced performance

The findings highlight the impact of electrode fabrication techniques and mass loading
on the electrochemical performance of LIB electrodes; the DP electrode exhibits competitive
electrochemical performance, with the highest capacity retention after cycling.

In a study spearheaded by Liu et al. [23] using NMC 111 with PVDF and CB, the elec-
trodes were evaluated in full-cell configuration with a graphite anode, and their porosity
was 29–30%. Both wet and dry electrode preparation methods were employed, resulting in
electrodes with a thickness of 55–56 µm and mass loading of approximately 2.45 mAh/cm2.
For the DP, different thicknesses were investigated, namely 100 µm, 150 µm, and 200 µm,
relating to an area capacity of 5.8 mAh/cm2, 6.52 mAh/cm2, and 9.11 mAh/cm2, respec-
tively. The electrochemical performance of the electrodes was analyzed through their initial
discharge capacity and capacity retention after 500 cycles at a rate of 0.5 C. The results were
as follows:

a. Wet (55 µm): the electrode showed a primary discharge of 145 mAh/g, with a capacity
retention of 65% after 500 cycles;

b. Dry (55 µm): the electrode exhibited an initial discharge capacity of 150 mAh/g, with
capacity retention of over 80% after the same cycling conditions;
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c. Dry (55 µm): the electrode displayed a discharge capacity of 120 mAh/g at a high
rate of 3 C;

d. Dry (100 µm, 150 µm, and 200 µm): the electrode exhibited a discharge capacity of
less than 20 mAh/g at the same high rate of 3 C.

By comparing the different thicknesses of the dry-coated electrodes, the study found that
the thin DP electrodes showed superior rate performance compared to the thick versions.

In a study spearheaded by Wang et al. [328], ESD was employed to investigate a
PVDF binder’s molecular weight (MW) by using NMC 111 combined with PVDF and CB;
the electrodes were tested in Li half-cells, specifically a coin cell, and the porosity was
measured at 31%; the electrode thickness was 59 µm, with a mass loading of approximately
2.4 mAh/cm2. Two PVDFs were utilized: low MW and high MW PVDF.

The examination of the electrode’s electrochemical behavior was conducted through
their initial discharge capacity and capacity retention following 50 cycles at a rate of 0.5 C;
the electrode was also subjected to cycling at a higher rate of 5 C to assess its performance
under rapid charging/discharging conditions, and the results were as follows:

a. Low MW PVDF: the electrode displayed an initial discharge capacity of 160 mAh/g
at a rate of 0.2 C, with capacity retention of 93% after 50 cycles at 0.5 C; however, at a
higher rate of 5 C, the capacity retention dropped to 16.7%;

b. High MW PVDF: the electrode exhibits a primary discharge capacity of 160 mAh/g
at 0.2 C, with a capacity retention of 91% following 50 cycles.

This meticulous study sheds light on the pivotal role of PVDF binder MW in influenc-
ing the electrochemical performance of the fabricated dry electrodes, providing insight into
their behavior across varying cycling rates.

Dry spraying deposition offers several advantages, including its solvent-free nature,
potential for upscaling, and uniform coating capability. However, challenges concerning
equipment compatibility, efficiency, and thickness control need to be addressed for its
successful integration into industrial LIB production.

3.4. Polymer Fibrillation

Maxwell Technologies pioneered an innovative methodology for creating electrode-
harnessing polymer fibrillation. This cutting-edge approach is tailored to craft activated
carbon electrodes designed explicitly for supercapacitor application. This ground-breaking
technique has achieved remarkable results and secured a patent, solidifying its status as a
pioneering advancement in the field [341–343]. The process of binder fibrillation garnered
global recognition following Tesla’s acquisition of Maxwell in 2019, and this innovation
held particular significance, as it constituted the primary technology employed by Maxwell
for the fabrication of supercapacitor electrodes. Notably, this technique has the remarkable
capability of preparing electrode/electrolyte membranes for a spectrum of energy storage
devices, including supercapacitors, LIBs, and ASSBs [344,345]. One of the critical require-
ments of the Maxwell DP is the use of binders with considerable plasticity, mechanical
deformability (fibrillation), and polymerization temperature (25–80 ◦C) to achieve elec-
trodes with a very high loading density of 6.8 mAh/cm2, such as polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTEF) [31,346,347].

Fibrillation significantly influences the particular surface area and accessibility of
active material sites, which are crucial for electrochemical reactions. Inadequate fibrillation
limits these reaction sites, resulting in lower capacity, poorer rate capability, and reduced
cycling stability [348].

Weiliang Yao et al. developed a PTFE-based dry electrode fabrication method for
high-voltage spinel oxide LNMO electrodes. This technique, surpassing the constraints of
slurry-coated electrodes, allows for ultra-high loadings and remarkable cycling stability.
Even at 1000 cycles, electrodes with a 3.0 mA h cm−2 level maintain 68% capacity reten-
tion, demonstrating effectiveness with both baseline and high-performance fluorinated
electrolytes [349].
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Zhou et al. [350] crafted SF electrodes that were effectively produced through an
uncomplicated three-SF approach at the pilot stage. As shown in Figure 11a, this method
seamlessly integrates a high-speed air-blowing process to fiberize the PTFE. It uses hot
rolling and hot overlying processes to fabricate the LFP cathode and LTO anode. Remark-
ably, the SF electrode’s compact densities reached an impressive 1.3 g/cm3, surpassing
the wet coating electrode’s value by 1.6 times. This signifies a notable enhancement in
electrode density, highlighting the efficacity of the SF fabrication technique.
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The successful fabrication of PTFE fibrillation-based (SF) LFP electrodes, as shown in
Figure 11b, was achieved by Zhang et al. [330], facilitated by the incorporation of carbon
nanotubes (CNTs). In this approach, CNTs serve a dual role as a conductive additive and
a matrix, effectively binding LFP particles. This matrix function ensures the sustained
fibrillation of PTFE when subjected to calendaring machine pressure. The outcome is a
remarkable SF LFP electrode characterized by notable stability and enhanced rate capability
compared to its counterparts produced using a wet process. This advantageous perfor-
mance can be attributed to the excellent conductivity of CNTs, which promotes efficient
electron transport. Additionally, the presence of PTFE fibrils establishes localized contacts
with LFP particles, further contributing to improved electrochemical performance. In PTFE,
the energy level of the LUMO, or lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, is notably low,
suggesting its propensity to readily accept electrons, rendering it electrochemically unstable
in the anodes.

Zhang et al. [351] effectively expanded the application of PTEF for SF-fabricated
anodes, as shown in Figure 11c. This advancement was manifested through successfully
fabricating anodes utilizing distinct carbon-based active substances such as graphite, hard
carbon, and soft carbon. In order to evaluate the stability of these anodes, the researchers
gauged the volume changes in the active materials throughout charge/discharge cycling;
both the DP hard carbon anode and the DP soft carbon anode exhibited commendable cycle
stability during the charge/discharge regimen. The SF hard carbon anode demonstrated
comparable long-term cycling stability and equivalent performance at various C-rates
compared to an anode fabricated using the WP. PTFE is widely used, yet the selection
of binders for Maxwell-type manufacturing still needs to be improved, constraining the
technique’s widespread adoption across various battery systems. There is a significant
need to explore and develop binder materials with fibrillization effects to broaden the
applicability of this method.

3.5. Extrusion and Melt Processing

In extrusion, materials are continuously pushed through restricted or confined spaces.
As part of these processes, the materials are generally thoroughly mixed [352]. Extrusion is
a versatile manufacturing method that is used to manufacture various products, including,
but not limited to, shopping bags, food items, pharmaceuticals, and, more recently, co-
crystals and metal–organic frameworks. Extrusion encompasses a range of processing
techniques, including single-screw and twin-screw extrusion [353], as depicted in Figure 12,
for the manufacturing and processing of various materials for electrode preparation.
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Melt extrusion without solvents is a manufacturing process that has gained attention
for producing the specific components of LIBs. This process offers advantages regarding
environmental impact, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness. Melt extrusion is a manufacturing
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technique where raw materials are combined and heated until they reach a molten state.
This molten mixture is then forced through a mold to produce a particular form, like a film,
sheet, or electrode. The critical feature of melt extrusion is that it does not require solvents,
unlike the traditional methods used in LIB production.

Several vital parameters determine the success of the extrusion process. Temperature
control is central, as it governs the material’s behavior by ensuring it reaches an optimal
state for extrusion. Concurrently, the choice of screw configuration, type, and size signifi-
cantly influences material handling and mixing within the extruder. These factors dictate
how effectively the material is processed. Lastly, the screw speed, or the rate of screw
rotation, directly impacts the production output and product quality. Additionally, the
feeding mechanism plays a crucial role in introducing and controlling the flow of raw
material into the extruder. Striking the right balance between these parameters is essential
for achieving precise control, efficiency, and the desired extrusion results across various
industrial applications [354]. Polymer composition is significantly influenced by heat and
shear rate. In electrode production, it is essential to explore how dispersing, particularly
during extrusion and calendaring, affects the properties of the resulting electrode [355],
illustrating various steps using powder extrusion for electrode preparation as shown in
Figure 13. Bolloré Technologies submitted a patent application in 1997 that described the
utilization of an extrusion technique to fabricate electrodes, which were combined with a
solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) that was also produced through extrusion. The cathodes
manufactured via this method generally consist of MnO2, amorphous carbon, polyethylene
oxide (PEO), and lithium triflate (LiCF3SO3) [356].
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For the production of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) samples by injection molding, a
high-solid-loading polymer-based system was developed, resulting in high-density, homo-
geneous microstructures and conductivities that were comparable to those of uniaxially
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compacted samples. The binder formulation, comprising 50 vol% (PP), 46 vol% paraffin
wax (PW), and 4 vol% stearic acid (SA), along with 55 vol% powder loading, proved
optimal. The surface treatment of YSZ powder with SA significantly reduced the feedstock
viscosity, facilitating the injection molding process with a moderate wax content. The
resulting injected-molded bars exhibited electrical properties akin to uniaxially compacted
samples, with a conductivity of around 0.10 S/cm at 900 ◦C, showcasing the potential for
use as high-temperature solid fuel cell electrolytes [357]. The advancement entailed substi-
tuting the conventional PVDF binder with a blend suited for direct extrusion, comprising
thermoplastic polymers like PP, paraffin wax, and SA [358].

Sotomayor et al. devised a highly scalable method using powder extrusion molding
technology to craft robust ceramic LIB electrodes using LTO. This method allows for the
creation of self-standing LTO electrodes with impressive attributes. These LTO-sintered
anodes exhibit exceptional thickness, reaching approximately 500 µm, ensuring mechanical
consistency, and boasting porous and uniformly structured micro-components. These
electrodes are characterized by their substantial thickness, high density (about 2.9 g cm−3),
remarkable volumetric capacity (around 349 mAh/cm−3), and, most notably, an impressive
areal capacity, exceeding 15.2 mAh/cm2 [359]. Sotomayor et al. pioneered the utilization
of extrusion as a solid-state shear-induced mixing SF technique to produce electrodes
incorporating LTO and LFP as active materials. This innovative approach facilitated the
creation of electrodes characterized by a high packing density, strong interaction between
the particles of the active material, and a conductive carbon matrix, resulting in enhanced
electrochemical performance. Their study successfully demonstrated the fabrication of
LIBs featuring thick, self-supported LTO and LFP electrodes, all achieved without the
need for additives. These batteries exhibited exceptional electrochemical performance,
boasting a substantial mass loading of approximately 100 mg/cm−2, translating to an in-
creased volumetric capacity of 340 mAh/cm−3 and an impressive areal capacity exceeding
13 mAh/cm2 [360].

In their experimental work, Gamarra et al. systematically optimized the powder
extrusion molding (PEM) process to manufacture thick LFP electrodes with a thickness
of approximately 500 µm. In their study, they investigated multiple parameters, such as
the composition of the active material in the feedstock, the thickness of the samples, the
sintering temperature, and the viscosity of the electrolytes.

Despite the substantial thickness of these ceramic electrodes, they demonstrated re-
markable electrochemical performance, especially at relatively low C-rates, spanning from
C/10 to C/24. This exceptional outcome was attributed to the electrodes’ high porosity,
reaching 35%, facilitating the efficient infiltration of the liquid electrolyte through the thick
substance. LFP cathodes come without additives (no binder and no additional carbon black)
and have a thickness of 0.5 mm, achieving a very high area capacity (13.7 mAh/cm−2).
These innovative thick electrodes demonstrate excellent electrochemical performance
and non-flammable characteristics, making them highly promising for various applica-
tions [361].

Utilizing Hutchinson’s France patents [362,363], El Khakani et al. most recently
documented the use of SF extrusion for producing Li-ion battery electrodes [364]. The
binder formulation used was a combination of hydrogenated nitrile butadiene rubber
(HNBR) and polypropylene carbonate (PPC), as depicted in Figure 14. The process involved
introducing HNBR and PPC into an internal mixer at 90 ◦C until a homogeneous molten
blend was achieved. Following that, the active components, like LTO, LFP, or NMC, along
with conductive additives, were integrated into the polymer mixture and stirred until
uniformly distributed. The composite mixture was laminated repeatedly to form self-
supporting electrode films until the desired thickness was attained. Finally, the electrode
was laminated to a current collector with a carbon coating. This original approach aims to
utilize affordable polymers, reduce solvent handling costs, introduce a circular economy
with PPC recycling, and enable the precise control of porosity and thickness.
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In producing LIB electrodes through SF extrusion, diverse, active materials like LTO,
LFP, and NMC, along with conductive additives, can be integrated into the polymer
mixture without the need for solvents. This creates a homogeneous mixture and promotes
strong interaction between the active material particles and the conductive carbon matrix,
ultimately enhancing electrochemical performance. Moreover, using specific binder systems
(PPC or HNBR) in SF extrusion ensures precise control over porosity and thickness. The
absence of solvents in the binder system contributes to LIB components’ overall consistency
and quality.

From a chemical perspective, SF extrusion in LIB component manufacturing is of the
utmost importance. It allows for the precise control over materials and their interactions, im-
proving electrochemical performance and producing high-quality, environmentally friendly
LIBs. Below is a Table 5 that outlines the differences between melt extrusion with and
without a solvent, highlighting why solvent-free extrusion might be considered superior.

Table 5. Differences between melt extrusion with and without solvent in manufacturing LIBs.

Criteria With Solvent [89,365] Without Solvent [332,358,364]

Manufacturing process Involves slurry-casting procedure Utilizes melt extrusion technique
Active materials Limited option Diverse (LFP, NMC, LTO, NCA, . . .)
Binders Conventional binders PPC, HNRP,. . .
Thickness Varies Up to 500 µm
Density - ~2.9 g/cm3

Volumetric capacity - ~349 mAh/cm3

Areal capacity - >15.2 mAh/cm2

Porosity Uncontrolled Controlled
Electrochemical performance Varies Enhanced

The extrusion method is profoundly influenced by particle dimensions, requiring
careful management and control. A critical aspect that demands precision is the shear rate
and temperature [366]. Temperature is a pivotal element; it not only influences the melt
viscosity but also affects the flow rate of materials, directly impacting the electrochemical
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properties and structural integrity of the LIB’s electrodes. The optimal temperature en-
sures that the active materials and binders meld effectively, ensuring enhanced electrical
conductivity and structural cohesion.

The screw configuration is another critical aspect, especially in LIBs. The design
and settings of the screw determine the mixing efficiency of the active materials, binders,
and conductive additives. A well-optimized screw configuration ensures the uniform
distribution of these components, leading to consistent electrochemical performance across
the entire electrode surface. The feeding mechanism’s role is accentuated in LIB production.
A precisely calibrated feeding system is essential to ensure that the correct proportions
of active materials, binders, and additives are consistently introduced into the extrusion
process. This precision is crucial for maintaining the desired electrochemical properties and
ensuring the reliability of the LIBs.

Each technique has its unique advantages and challenges. DSD is noted for its uniform
binder distribution and flexibility, polymer fibrillation is known for its compatibility with
current commercial LIBs production, and electrodes produced via melt extrusion have
good cycling stability, as shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Overview of the processes of polymer fibrillation, dry spray deposition, and extrusion, and their respective characteristics when applied in LIBs. (AC:
activated carbon).

Dry Method Process
Description Active Materials Binder and

Proprieties Temperature Chief Performance References Advantages Disadvantages

Dry spray
deposition

Utilizes a spraying
gun

NMC, LCO PVDF
Thermoplastic

100–190 ◦C
250 ◦C Increased bonding strength [22,24] - Solvent-free

- Flexibility
- Uniform

coating
- Favourable

electrochem-
ical
performance

- Equipment
compatibility

- Thickness
control

NMC PVDF
Thermoplastic 170 ◦C 80%: highest capacity retention

after 300 cycles [319]

NMC PVDF
Thermoplastic 180 ◦C

(>650 cycles) at a standard
thickness of 56 µm.
Electrodes (up to 200 µm)

[23]

NMC PVDF
Thermoplastic 200 ◦C High molecular weight: PVDF is

preferred [329]

Graphite FEP/THV 170–300 ◦C New binders. High
electrochemical performance [29]

Polymer
fibrillation

Utilization of
fibrillizable PTFE

LFP, LTO + 40%
AC. PTFE 160–180 ◦C Higher capacity and energy

density [350] - Solventless
- High loading

density
- Enhanced

rate
capability

- Commercial
compatibil-
ity

- Binder
limitation

- Electrochemical
stability (LUMO)
in PTFE unstable
in anodes

NMC, graphite
Silicon/graphite PTFE 120 ◦C High loading: 5 mAh/cm2, thick

electrode, high-rate capability
[28]

Graphite, hard
carbon, soft
carbon

PTFE 160–180 ◦C Excellent cycle life and high
stability of hard and soft carbon [351]

NMC, CNF PTFE 320–330 ◦C
100 charge–discharge cycles
without artificial pressure, high
areal 6.5 mAh/cm2.

[31]

Extrusion and
melt
process

Extruded to form
a continuous,
uniform electrode
film

LFP

PP
PW
SA
Thermoplastic

160–190 ◦C

Cathode exhibits good cyclability
across 20 cycles at a C/10
rate—high areal capacity
(13.7 mAh/cm−2) with 500 µm
thickness.

[361] - No solvent
- Precise

control
- over porosity

and
thickness

- Good cycling
stability

- Temperature
control

- Material
handling

- The choice of
screw
configuration

LFP, NMC
LTO

PPC elastomeric
HNBR 40–90 ◦C

A new binder, such as HNBR,
decreases the viscosity, control of
thickness, and porosity.

[364]

NCA, graphite PPC elastomeric 50–250 ◦C
Areal capacities over 5 mAh/cm2

at a C/5 rate, large loading range
from 4–40 mg/cm2.

[367]
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4. Summary

Battery research has increasingly concentrated on the development of electrode ma-
terials, reflecting the growing emphasis on LIB production. As the anticipated demand
for LIBs escalates, it becomes crucial to ensure that their production is both cost-effective
and sustainable. Achieving this goal involves reducing the energy required for battery
manufacturing. Consequently, there has been a concerted effort to explore alternatives to
conventional wet slurry methods for electrode fabrication, with the aim of finding more
energy-efficient and environmentally benign processes. A highly effective strategy for
cutting down energy usage in electrode manufacturing is to do away with the use of the
NMP solvent, transitioning instead to a dry electrode processing technique. The dry elec-
trode process technology is increasingly recognized as a pivotal advancement for the next
generation of batteries, particularly LIBs. The dry-film-production approach streamlines
the manufacturing of LIBs by eliminating the traditional solvent mixing, coating, drying,
and solvent recovery steps. This reduction in process complexity also results in signifi-
cant energy and equipment expense savings. As a result, this has greatly improved the
efficiency of battery production. Dry process technology is recognized as a transformative
innovation in battery manufacturing, offering cost and performance benefits. This review
focuses on the development and assessments of this solvent-free technology and also its
advantages and disadvantages. A comprehensive comparison of conventional wet and
emerging dry processes is presented. While there are more than three distinct solvent-free
methods for electrode fabrication, not all of them are suitable for large-scale production.
Among these methods, melt extrusion emerges as the most promising alternative to the
wet process due to its scalability and compatibility with existing production lines. Melt
extrusion solvent-free methods are emerging as a preferred choice for LIB manufacturing,
balancing cost, quality, and environmental considerations. The technique’s adaptability
and efficiency make it a favorable answer to cater to the escalating requirement for high-
performance, eco-friendly LIBs. Solid-state batteries represent a promising direction in the
quest to achieve higher energy densities, such as the target of 400 Wh/kg. These batteries
can be broadly categorized into two types based on the solid electrolyte used: inorganic
solid-state batteries and polymer solid-state batteries. Each type has distinct characteristics
and strategies for integration into battery systems, especially when considering the imple-
mentation of thick electrodes through dry processing techniques. The dry process in LIB
manufacturing presents several challenges that need to be addressed to ensure its viability
as a replacement for the wet process. Here are some of the key issues:

1. Binder selection: The choice of binder in the dry process is critical because it must
provide sufficient cohesion to hold the active materials together without the aid
of a solvent. Finding binders that can perform effectively in a dry environment is
challenging, as they need to ensure structural integrity and maintain electrical contact
between particles.

2. Homogeneity of dry mixtures: Achieving a uniform mixture when combining ma-
terials of varying densities and particle sizes is more difficult in a dry process. The
absence of a liquid medium can lead to segregation, making it challenging to obtain a
consistent and homogenous mix, which is essential for the battery’s performance.

3. Cohesion and adhesion: The dry process must ensure that the particles not only stick
together (cohesion) but also adhere well to the current collectors (adhesion). Without
the use of solvents, which often act as adhesives, maintaining the balance between
cohesion and adhesion becomes a complex task.

4. Equipment: Dry processing requires specialized equipment that can handle and mix
particulate materials without causing damage or loss regarding material properties.
This equipment must also be capable of pressing the mixture into a dense, uniform
electrode film, which is a different technical challenge compared to the wet process.

5. Compatibility with existing production lines: One of the significant hurdles is integrat-
ing the dry process with current production lines designed for wet processing. The
infrastructure for wet processes is well established, and transitioning to dry methods
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may require substantial modifications or entirely new manufacturing lines, entailing
significant investment and technical redesign.
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Abbreviation

LIBs Lithium-ion batteries
AM Active materials
CA Conductive additives
EVs Electric vehicles
WP Wet process
DP Dry process
NMP N-Methyl Pyrrolidone
SF Solvent-free
ASSBs All-solid-state batteries
NCA Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide
LNMO Lithium Nickel Manganese Oxide
SiOx Silicon Oxide
PE Polyethylene
PP Polypropylene
ESD Electrostatic dry spraying deposition
NMC Lithium-Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt Oxide
DSD Dry spray deposition
LCO Lithium-Cobalt-Oxide
MW Molecular weight
PVDF Polyvinylidene Fluoride
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene
LFP Lithium Iron Phosphate
LTO Lithium titanate oxide
PPC propylene carbonate
HNBR Hydrogenated nitrile butadiene rubber
Tg Glass transition temperature
Tm Melting temperature
PW Paraffin wax
SA Stearic acid
LUMO Lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals
CNTs Carbon nanotubes
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